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TIDES--THEIR EFFECTS AND NATURE, AND A COMPU~ER PREDICTION
PROGRAM IN FORECASTING

Steve W. Hackett, ADK Mountain Consultants, Fairbanks,
Alaska

Introduction

Over the centuries, numerous attempts have been
made to relate many physical, as well as biological and
psychological, phenomena to the positions of the moon and
sun (Wylie, 1979). These attempts span a variety of
approaches from folklore to Zodiac horoscopes, from Farmers'
Almanacs to Solunar tables for feeding times of fish and
game, from ocean height and current tables to accurately
positioning satellites orbiting around the earth (Gamov,
1962). The relative changing positions of the moon and sun
in the universe do in fact cause noticeable changes in the
forces that act upon the earth. These forces are termed
astronomical or tidal forces by scientists who study them.
It is generally believed that the effects of astronomical
forces (earth, ocean, and atmospheric tides) are relatively
small as compared with other observable naturally-occurring
forces on and within the earth's atmosphere and crust.
Consequently, little has been previously expected in the way
of direct tidal cause of geophysical phenomena (Table 1).
Rather, tidal forces can be considered as "the proverbial
straw" that, when added to other geological forces, may
"break the camel's hack" or, when added to biological
processes, may perhaps accentuate change. However, as
extensive interdisciplinary scientific studies are conducted
(U.S. Department of Commerce; 1978), more periodic phenomena
unexplainable by other qeophysical processes seem related to
the complex tidal phenomena (Table 2).

Peter Lev (1981) proposes that astronomical forces
can also be viable triggering mechanisms which, by their
periodic action, can potentially release stored-up energy
within the snowpack. All tidal forces are cyclic and would
have the greatest effect during those times when the snow
strength is changing toward a weakened state. Consequently,
we would expect snow avalanche releases to tend to occur
most frequently at those times and places where the tides
act most effectively as triggers to release accumulating
energy. However, we both believe, intuitively and
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nceptually, that it is important to recognize and
COphasize that the proposed criterion for the effectiveness
em . 1 1 h . .of'tides as potentla snow ava anc e trlgqers lS probably in
the added stress produced by these tidal effects not the
oirect gravitational forces themselves.

Tidal Stress Concepts-
Scientific emphasis for tidal studies is commonly

placed on determining those times at any location where the
tidal forces are at a maximum. The assumption is th~t

effects would likewise be at a maximum at the same time and
place. The tidal phenomenon is complex and it is difficult
to isolate individual effects for detailed study (Love,
1967). Similarly, the magnitude and spectrum of the stress
are unknown. Concepts of stress, both theoretical and
applied, are unfortunately very limited and simplistic
especially as they relate to the mechanical state and
strength of the snow. The added stress due to tidal forces
is believed to combine with the growing stress within the
snowpack. Consequently, it seems plausible that the rate of
change of the tidal stress may determine if release takes
place before, at, or after normal rupture time. The time of
release would then be due to the combined effect of geologic
and tidal stress and would probably depend upon the phase of
periodic tidal stress at the time of approaching rupture.
If the tidal period is relatively short, then the addition
of tidal stress might make the release occur before it is
expected. On the other hand, if the period of tidal stress
is relatively long, the time of release may be earlier or
later than the growing stress within the snowpack would
indicate. For rock, the maximum stress difference or
maximum shear stress during brittle fracture has been
analyzed and found to be proportional at lithostatic
(hydrostatic) conditions to the wavelength of the loading
(Jeffreys, 1949, 1962) and this concep~ may be applicabie to
snow as we 11.

In the study by Lev and Mohwinkel (1981), the
maximum cyclic monthly phases and associated tidal period
and ranges have shown proximal time with documented delayed
action snow avalanche releases. These avalanche events 
~rrespond very well with determinable earth tide activity.

he related positive correlations are sufficient to warrant
serious consideration of tidal e'ffect as an additional
predictable tool in snow avalanche forecasting.
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Earth's Gravitational Field

Studies of the earth's gravity field and related
tidal phenomena range from world-wide geodetic measurements
of the earth's crust to approximately 12 and 24 hour
atmospheric pressure cycles at high altitudes to localized
studies which analyze ocean tides and currents.
Fortunately, some of these studies also record time
variations of the earth's acceleration (gravity) not
directly used or related to most investigations. Sinusoidal
variations of the earth's gravitational field (g) are due to
the relative and changing positions of the moon, earth, and
sun (U.S. Department of Commerce, 1976). These astronomical
or tidal forces are superimposed on the earth's field
causing periodic cycles of moon phases during the synodical
month of 29.53 days. The periodic nature of the solunar
cycle is studied in detail by using harmonic analysis
(Stacey, 1969). Daily tidal variations also occur at any
given location on the earth's surface. These predictable
cycles and phases result from the changes in position
between the moon and the earth. Similar cycles and tidal
forces are produced by the sun but are considerably smaller
in amplitude. Because of the greater distance between the
sun and the earth, the tide-raising forces of the moon are
approximately 2-1/2 times that of the sun. The astronomical
forces of the sun, moon, and earth system have been
extensively studied and are continually being analyzed. The
theory describing the acceleration produced by the moon and
sun is concisely derived by Garland (1965) and given in
detail by Bartels (1957). Comprehensive discussions of the
earth's gravity field are also described by Stacey (1969)
and the specific tidal phenomenon by Melchoir (1966).

Positive correlation between snow avalanche
releases and the tidal phenomena observed by Peter Lev and
myself at Mount Alyeska stimulated my interest in the
possibilities of applying tidal theory and knowledge
avalanche forecasting. A computer program, which
graphically depicts earth tide periods and ranges (i.e.
temporal and spatial changes) of the acceleration (g) due to
gravity for mountainous locations and time intervals
anywhere on the earth's surface, has been developed.

Computer Program for Graphically Displaying Earth Tide
(Gravity) Values

The magnitude of· the tidal effect changes with
geographic location and time of day, month, and year.
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Gravity v~lues ma~ vary ~O.15 ~i~ligals ~rom a mean value
for any tlaal period at ct s~ec~fic location: A computer
(Ooram for accurately predicting and graphically presenting
~he1fundamental tide (the earth tiae) at any place and time
haS heen adapted and modified for use in snow avalanche
forecasting. This program is called "PRETIDE" and
calculates, prints, and plots the earth tide values (10.001
mqal s ) for a number of days at any interval of time desired
(Figure 1). Calculations are primarily made in sub-routines
LOGARM and TIDE written by R. Ziegler, u.s. Defense Mapping
Agency, Topographic Center. The main program was developed
by H.C. Marsh of Hawaii Institute of Geophysics. Minor
m6difications were attempted by the Indiana Geological
Survey. The present format, as modifiea and adapted for
snow avalanche studies and forecasting, has recently been
developed by the author with program assistance of Head
copmputer Systems in Fairbanks, Alaska. This computer
program was adapted by a Fortran IV control routine which
handles the provided input and desired location, then the
celestrial configuration of the moon, sun, and earth, and
finally the gravitational effect of thee configuration at a
given location and time period on the earth's surface. The
tabulated and graphic output is the earth tide in milligals
(mgals) as plotted against time. This plot can be used as a
basis for accurately predicting periods of maximum and
minimum values of tidal acceleration during moon, sun, and
earth alignment as well as rates of change and other
related tidal effects that may prove to be valuable in snow
avalanche forecasting.

Conclusions

Detailed statistical analysis and tabulated
results of selected avalanche events show a significant
positive correlation and an above average frequency of
concurrent events between delayed-action avalanche release
and astronomically induced tides and related phenomena (Lev
and Mohwinkel, 1981). We all readily admit more
confirmatory evidence is needed to establish a firm basis
for the complex relationships between tidal effects and snow
stability. In addition, better understanding of the basic
mechanical properties of snow and relatable stress concepts
within the snowpack are needed in the near future. However,
we conclude from our initial combined studies that cyclic
tidal enhancement of stress is possible and associated tidal
loading is probable. It may be worthwhile considering the
temporal tidal effect as a potentially useful and
predictable parameter in snow avalanche forecast and control
programs at some time in the future.
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Table 1 Known Tidal Effect Values and Ranges

Earth Tides-
1 Change in g ~0.2 milligals (i.e. 10-6g) [1 milligal =
10-3 cm/sec2 J

2. Change in vertical height 2± 27 em

Amount of tilt _< 1.0 cm/2,000 m (S =: 10-6 - 10-7 )3.

4. Stress induced in rock = 10-3 0 of sandstone in shear

oceanic Tides

L Changes in leve Is 212 meters (38 ft.) [Anchorage, Alaska]
~15 meters (50 ft.) [Bay of Fundy,

Nova Scotia]
2. Water loading cause ~10% earth tide

~25% strain tide
~90% tilt tide

Atmospheric Tides

1. Changes in pressure20.05 millibars (5 Pa) or 0.001 in Hg
2. \"1ind velocity ~10 em/sec (.36 km/hr)
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Table 2 Other Possible Tidal Influences and Relationships

1. Connection between lunisolar tides and earth crust
movements, seismic activity, and volcanic eruptions.

2. Periodic atmospheric pressure changes which influence
coastl'ine flooding, storm surging, cyclonic systems, and
dynamic meterological convergence.

3. Tidal loading and crustal tilt near coastal regions
caused by influx of large masses of water in embayments
and landlocked estuaries.

4. Enhanced lunis01ar forces during Equinox (March 21 and
September 23), Syzugy (new and full moon), Perihelon
(nearness of the sun) and Perigean spring tides (when
Syzugy and Perihelon coexist).

5. Rise and fall in levels of water table ~n wells and
estuaries.

6. Break-up of river and lake ice during tidal periods.

7. Many aspects of biological rhythms and activity as they
relate to tidal periods.

8. Other ocean and lake environmental influences during
exceptional tides.

9. Periodic changes in the earth's magnetic field.
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